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Abstract: Numerical simulations are performed to characterize the jet vane thrust vector control
mounted in the rear of a rocket motor. The three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations along
with the K –ε turbulence model are solved in a hybrid mesh consisting of an unstructured grid
and a structured grid. All essential flow features including the complex compression/expansion
wave interactions emanating from the vane surfaces and shrouds are captured by simulation.
The computed side force coefficients are seen to vary linearly with chamber pressure and vane
deflection angles. A theoretical correlation has been developed by a non-linear regression analysis
from the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) database to predict the force and moment coeffi-
cients for different chamber pressures, vane deflection angle, and roll offset angle. The theoretical
correlation compare very well with full CFD simulation as well as the experimental data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

At low flight speeds when aerodynamic surfaces can
generate only weak control force, control and stability
requirements of smaller vehicles can be achieved by
thrust vector control (TVC) systems. The TVC system
provides the necessary lateral forces for quick change
of the flight path by reorienting the direction of thrust
vector. Thrust vector control can be achieved with
secondary injection of gas/liquid into the nozzle gas
flow, the flex nozzle, jet vane, jet tabs, and many oth-
ers [1]. Jet vanes are used on small solid rocket motors
due to advantages such as low actuation torque, small
installation envelope, and quick response capability to
control pitch, yaw, and roll simultaneously [2–4]. The
basic principle of obtaining control forces by jet vanes
is explained in reference [5].

If the mechanical and chemical erosion of the vanes
caused by the hot rocket exhaust is neglected, vanes
provide the control forces just like supersonic wings
providing lift at an angle of attack in the free stream.
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The schematic of the supersonic flow around a two-
dimensional (2D) profile is shown in Fig. 1.

When the vane is deflected at a typical angle to
exhaust gas, the windward side experiences increased
surface pressure due to shock and the expansion
caused decreases surface pressure in the leeward side.
This difference of pressure in the windward and lee-
ward sides of the vane provides a force normal to
the chord of the vane. The side force component of
the normal force is used to control the missile and
drag component results in thrust loss. The smaller the
ratio of thrust loss to the side force the better the
performance of the jet vane. To characterize the jet
vane system it is necessary to calculate the forces and
moments as accurately as possible. If the jet vanes
are placed at the rear end of the nozzle without any
shroud, shock wave theory can be applied to calculate
the aerodynamic forces and moments. In the pres-
ence of the shroud, the shock waves generated by the
vanes impinge on the shroud wall and increase the
pressure. The complex shock wave interaction present
in the vane and shroud region is very difficult to pre-
dict with semi-empirical formulae. Moreover, in case
of vanes with X-formation, all four vanes operate so
that the required control force is achieved and the rel-
ative position of each vane affects the additional force
on the shroud wall.
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Fig. 1 Typical shock structure for supersonic flow past
jet vane-type geometry

In practice, the jet vanes are exposed to the hot
exhaust gas of the rocket nozzle with temperatures
as high as 3000 K and velocities up to Mach 3.5 that
exert severe thermal and mechanical loads on jet
vane. Due to reaction with the combusted gases, vane
surfaces are ablated chemically and mechanically at
different rates depending on the combusted gas com-
position, convective heat transfer rate on a surface,
and the vane material. The erosion in the vane at
high temperature and velocities is very difficult to pre-
dict [6]. As the vane surface area gets reduced with
time due to erosion, the magnitude of side force gen-
erated by the vane reduces and directly affects its
ability to control the vehicle. Due to complexity of
modelling erosion, the characterization of jet vanes
is usually done through an experimental [7, 8] and
a semi-empirical [9] method, and a combination of
numerical, semi-empirical, experimental methods [5].

The literature on numerical simulation of the jet
vane is very limited. Roger et al. [2] have numerically
studied the flow field in the vicinity of the jet vane
mounted at the exit of the nozzle using an Upwind Flux
Difference Splitting Navier–Stokes solver along with
the Baldwin Lomax turbulence model [10] or a com-
pressible two equation K –ε turbulence model [11],
and obtained reasonable good agreement for the
forces and moments with the static test results. Saha
et al. [12] simulated the jet vane flow field in the
cold flow wind tunnel test condition as well as in the
presence of hot rocket exhaust. While the vane charac-
teristics match extremely well with cold flow condition
in the wind tunnel test, the erosion of the vane
in the presence of hot exhaust affected the aerody-
namic performance of the vane and proper modelling
of Jet vane erosion was stressed. Yu et al. [13–15]
studied the surface ablation and thermal response
analysis of the jet vane surface by coupling compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) Solver Fluent and an
integral form of thermal boundary layer equations;
the predicted vane surface temperature match rea-
sonably well with the experimental results. Sung and
Hwang [5] studied the fluid dynamics interference of
the TVC shroud on the aerodynamics performance
of the jet vanes arranged in X-formation within the
shroud. The predicted side force coefficient from

an integrated method consisting of a semi-empirical
model, 3D numerical analysis, and static firing tests
of full-scale motor match reasonably well with the
experimental results.

In this present work, the performance of the jet
vane TVC system of an aerospace vehicle is evaluated
numerically for different duty cycle combinations in
ground test condition. In the present case, a tungsten-
based alloy is taken for jet vanes so that erosion is
likely to be minimal during the jet vane operation.
A theoretical correlation based on the CFD database
is developed to predict the vane characteristics (side
force and rolling moment) for a given chamber pres-
sure and a vane deflection angle. The results obtained
from the theoretical correlation are compared with the
CFD and experimental results.

2 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION FOR WHICH
SIMULATIONS ARE CARRIED OUT

For developing a flight-worthy jet vane thrust vector
control system, extensive ground testing is required.
In the present case, four jet vanes in X-formation is
mounted at the exit of a rocket motor. The schematic
of the test configuration is shown in Fig. 2. All dimen-
sions are normalized with respect to the rocket nozzle
exit diameter. The measurement of the forces and
moments are carried out according to a predefined
duty cycle in a six-component static test. All the four
vanes are deflected by different angles as presented in

Fig. 2 Arrangement of jet vanes at the exit of the nozzle

Fig. 3 Normalized vane deflection history of four jet
vanes
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Fig. 3. The vane deflection is normalized by the maxi-
mum deflection value. The stagnation temperature of
the rocket motor exhaust gas is 2944 K and the stagna-
tion pressure varies between 95 and 130 ksc during the
motor operation.

3 COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

Simulations are carried out using a commercial CFD
software. It solves a 3D Navier–Stokes equation in
an unstructured, hybrid grid system using a collo-
cated variable arrangement. To simulate high Mach
number compressible flow (as in the present case),
a density band solver is used along with Roe Flux
Difference Splitting Scheme [16] for spatial discretiza-
tion and first-order implicit Euler Scheme for temporal
discretization. Turbulence is modelled using the K –ε

turbulence model along with wall function.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Description of flow field

A number of numerical simulations are carried out
with different chamber pressures and different vane
deflection angles. The schematic of computational
domain is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of a CD noz-
zle, a TVC module, and a free stream region covering
exhaust plume up to the length of 48 exit diameters of
the nozzle. In the simulation, the X -axis is taken along
the longitudinal direction, whereas the Y - and Z-axis
are taken along the height and width, as shown in the
Fig. 4. The origin is taken at the centre of the nozzle
exit plane.

In the nozzle inlet plane, stagnation temperature
and stagnation pressures are specified and the atmo-
spheric conditions are specified at far field, outflow,
and the rest of the inflow domain. A hybrid grid con-
sisting of an unstructured grid in the jet vane assembly
and a multi-block structured hexahedral grid in the
remaining portion of the flow field is employed. A typ-
ical grid distribution in the computational domain is
shown in Fig. 5. In the jet vane and shroud assembly,

Fig. 4 Coordinate system and computational domain
(Plane 1: passes in between jet vanes. Plane 2:
passes through the jet vane)

Fig. 5 Computational grid in the jet vane flow field

unstructured grid is generated, and the rest of the flow
field consists of a multi-block structured hexahedral
grid. The grid is very fine in the jet vane region and
in the central portion of the computational domain to
capture the complex jet structure. Different meshing
iterations have been performed to arrive at a suitable
distance for the first grid point near the wall, to obtain
the required y+ value (∼65) for good solution.

Grid independence of the solution is studied by
comparing the solution with three different grids
namely 0.412, 1.735, and 3.145 million cells in the
domain. The computed side force coefficients for 16◦

vane deflection with three different grids are pre-
sented in Table 1, it is observed that by changing
the grid from 1.735 million to 3.145 million, there is
very little change in the computed side force, thus
demonstrating the gird independence of the results.
Side force coefficients are obtained by normalizing the
force with free stream dynamic pressure and vehicle
cross-sectional area.

Both first- and second-order spatial discretization
were attempted. Although the second-order schemes
captured the flow features more crisply, the computed
side force and the drag force differ marginally between
first- and second-order discretization schemes. The
computed side forces are 132 and 135 Kgf for the first-
order scheme and the second-order scheme, respec-
tively, giving a maximum difference of 2.5 per cent.

Table 1 Comparison of side force with
different grids

Grid Size Side force
No. (in million) coefficient

Grid-1 0.412 1.197
Grid-2 1.735 1.259
Grid-3 3.145 1.261
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Further simulations were carried out with the first-
order discretization scheme. The qualitative features
of the flow field are depicted through Mach number
contour (Fig. 6) in the symmetry plane for different
vane deflections in the pitch plane namely 0◦, 8◦, 16◦,
and 26◦. With an increase in the deflection angle, the
plume structure gets distorted more and more.

Fig. 6 Mach no. distribution in the pitch plane with dif-
ferent vane deflections: (a) 0◦; (b) 8◦; (c) 16◦; and
(d) 26◦

The blown-up view of the pressure field around
the jet vane area is shown in Fig. 7. The pressure
fields around the deflected and undeflected vanes
are also shown in the figure. It can be seen that

Fig. 7 Blown-up view of the pressure distribution
around the jet vane: (a) near the shroud; (b)
around the deflected vane at 26◦; and (c) around
the un-deflected vane
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the compression waves emanating from the vanes is
hitting the vane shroud and giving rise to a complex
shock reflection pattern, as discussed previously. The
pressure fields around the vanes in the deflected and
undeflected positions are markedly different.

In the undeflected position, both windward and lee-
ward surfaces experience similar pressure, whereas in
the defected position, the windward surface pressure
is significantly more than the leeward surface pressure.
The computed surface pressure field for the windward
and leeward sides of the vane of two deflection angles
8◦ and 26◦ is shown in Fig. 8. The windward side of the
vane experiences compression, whereas the leeward
surface experiences expansion. The difference of the
surface pressure in the windward and leeward sides
generates required pitch and yaw force of the vane.

The magnitude of surface pressure in the wind-
ward direction increases with the increase in the vane
deflection. Variations of pitch force and yaw force

Fig. 8 Surface pressure comparison between the wind-
ward and leeward sides of the vane with different
vane deflection angles: (a) 8◦ and (b) 26◦

Fig. 9 Variation of computed yaw, pitch, and roll forces
with deflection angle

coefficients generated by the TVC system with various
deflection angles are presented in Fig. 9. The force
coefficient CF (= F /q · s) is obtained by normalizing
the force with free stream dynamic pressure (q) and
vehicle cross-section area (s). To facilitate the design
of an actuator, hinge moment is calculated at the cen-
tre of pressure for various vane deflection angles. The
non-dimensional hinge moment coefficient is pre-
sented in Fig. 10 for various vane deflections (vane
length is used as the length scale for a moment coef-
ficient). A hinge moment coefficient changes from a
positive to a negative value with an increase in the
deflection angle.

4.2 Correlation development

Characterization of the TVC system involves many
parameters, namely chamber pressure, jet vane
angles, rotational offset angles, and their combina-
tion. Performing CFD simulation or doing the ground
test for all different combinations is impractical. More-
over, the vehicle mission control may require dynam-
ically changing side forces/roll moments to suit its
trajectory. Development of theoretical correlation is
very much beneficial for the characterization of jet

Fig. 10 Variation of hinge moment coefficient with vane
deflection angle
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vane systems. The effect of chamber pressure and
vane angles on the generated side force is explored
through number of numerical simulations by varying
the parameters. The variation of a side force coefficient
with chamber pressure and vane angles are presented
in Fig. 11. Side force coefficient is seen to vary lin-
early with both chamber pressure and jet vane angles.
Such a linear relationship facilitates development of a
simpler correlation.

The CFD database is generated for different cham-
ber pressures and vane angles and the resultant force
and moments are tabulated for each condition. A
theoretical model is developed by performing non-
linear regression analysis to predict the side force/roll
moment for any combination of chamber pressure, jet
vane angle, and rotational offset angle. A random 3D
equation generator was used to find the best equation
that fits the data well. Regression analysis software
‘Table Curve 3D 4.0’ and ‘DataFit 8.1.69’ have been
used for the study. Although many fits are possible, a
simple non-linear model Y = X1 ∗ X2/a (a = 5.815 05)
with standard error 2.7337 is used for the present ana-
lysis. The coefficient of multiple determinations (R2),
which measures the proportion of variation in data
points, is 0.999 712 9, indicating a very good fit. A rota-
tional offset angle is included in the model to take care
of roll orientation of the vehicle. Figure 12 shows the
sign convention for a vehicle rotation offset angle.

The right-hand screw rule is used for the sign
convention of jet vane deflection, when the thumb
point towards the hinge location. The following equa-
tions are solved to obtain pitch, yaw, and roll force
coefficients. In the offset co-ordinate, the forces are
given by

F 1
Y,Z,R = PC(ξ1 × δ1 + ξ2 × δ2 + ξ3 × δ3 + ξ4 × δ4)

A
(1)

The net yaw force is given by

FZ = F 1
Z cos(θ) + F 1

Y sin(θ) (2)

Fig. 11 Variation of side force coefficient with chamber
pressure and vane angles

Fig. 12 Vehicle rear view showing rotational offset angle
sign convention

The net pitch force is given by

FY = F 1
Y cos(θ) − F 1

Z sin(θ) (3)

The net roll moment is given by

R = F 1
R r
B

(4)

where r is the minimum distance between the vane
centre of pressure location and missile axis; A =
23.2602 and B = 0.7071 are the model constants
obtained from the regression analysis. The sign con-
vention coefficients ξ ’s for different force calculations
are tabulated in Table 2.

The developed correlation is checked with CFD data
and valid experimental data to find out the error band
of the correlation. Time history of the predicted side
force coefficient (both pitch and yaw force coeffi-
cients) is compared with the CFD data in Fig. 13. The
correlation closely resembles the full CFD simulation.
An average error of around ±2 per cent is observed
between the correlation and CFD data. Therefore, the
correlation can complement the CFD analysis for the
prediction of yaw force, pitch force, roll moment, etc.
The non-dimensionalized yaw force coefficients cal-
culated from the correlation is compared with the
experimental results in Fig. 14. The raw data of mea-
surement have been used for comparison. The fluctu-
ation in the measured side force is due to the vibration
of the motor. The experimental uncertainty in the side
force measurement is of the order of ±2 per cent.
A good comparison of the predicted and experimental
values is obtained. The theoretical correlation can be

Table 2 Sign computation coefficients for
different force calculations

ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 ξ4

Yaw 1 −1 −1 1
Pitch 1 1 −1 −1
Roll 1 1 1 1
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Fig. 13 Comparison of side force coefficient between
the correlation and CFD data

Fig. 14 Comparison of yaw force coefficient between
theoretical correlation and experimental data

utilized in the On-Board Computer (OBC) to generate
necessary side/roll forces on the aerospace vehicle.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The flow field of a rocket nozzle with a jet vane
mounted at its rear is simulated numerically using
commercial CFD software. The 3D Navier–Stokes
equations along with the K –ε turbulence model are
solved. A hybrid grid consisting of an unstructured grid
in the jet vane assembly and a multi-block structured
hexahedral grid in the remaining portion of the flow
field is employed. Grid independence of the results is
demonstrated by simulating the flow field with three
different grids and by comparing the results. Simu-
lation captures all the essential features of the flow
field including the complex compression/expansion
wave interactions emanating from the vane surfaces
and shrouds. The computed side force coefficients
are seen to vary linearly with chamber pressure and
vane deflection angles. Non-linear regression analy-
sis is performed to develop a theoretical correlation
from the CFD database to predict the force and
moment coefficients for different chamber pressures,
vane deflection angles, and roll offset angles. The data
obtained from the correlation compare very well with

full CFD simulation as well as the experimental data
of the motor static test. The theoretical correlation can
be utilized in the OBC to generate necessary side/roll
forces on the aerospace vehicle.
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APPENDIX

Notation

A model constant
B model constant
CF force coefficient
D nozzle exit diameter (m)
F side force (Kgf)
Pc chamber pressure (Ksc)
q free stream dynamic pressure (Ksc)
r radial distance from the centre of

pressure on a jet vane to the missile
axis (m)

R roll moment (Kgf-m)
S vehicle cross-sectional area (m2)

δ vane deflection angle (degree)
θ missile rotational offset angle (degree)
ξ constant for sign convention

Subscripts

R roll configuration
Y pitch configuration
Z yaw configuration
1 vane number 1
2 vane number 2
3 vane number 3
4 vane number 4

Superscript

1 referring to offset coordinates
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